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* * ADVANCE TECHNICAL INFORMATION NOTICE * * 
 

DATE:   February 2, 2016 
 
TO:  Mitsubishi Motors US and Puerto Rico Dealer Principals, General Managers, 

Service Managers, and Parts Managers 
 
RE:   SRS Connector Corrosion - Safety Recall Campaign 
 
ATIN NO.  ATIN-16-SR-001-A 
 
************************************************************************************************ 
AFFECTED VEHICLES:  Certain 2014 - 2015 Mirage 

PURPOSE 

A safety recall campaign will be released today for SRS connector corrosion in certain 2014 and 2015 
Mirage vehicles built between July 27, 2013 and September 2, 2015.  This recall campaign will be 
conducted in the U.S., Puerto Rico, and Canada.  The Recall Bulletin outlining the repair procedure 
will be available today on MEDIC and MDL. 

If a driver enters the vehicle with his/her shoes covered with snow containing road salt, the carpet 
may become soaked when that snow melts. If the carpet becomes soaked in the area of the driver’s 
foot rest, water containing road salt may contaminate a wiring connector terminal located in a junction 
box behind the kick panel to the left of the driver’s foot rest. If this occurs, the connector terminal may 
corrode over time and cause several warning lamps to illuminate, including the SRS warning lamp. 

If the SRS warning lamp is illuminated and the vehicle is subsequently involved in a collision requiring 
frontal air bag deployment, the timing of the frontal airbag deployment may be delayed. 

This campaign bulletin instructs dealers to (1) inspect the affected connector, (2) replace the 
connector if corrosion is found, and (3) install a waterproof PVC sheet between the connector and 
carpet on all affected vehicles to prevent potential future corrosion. 

Dealers will get two (2) forced allocation orders.  The first allocation of orders will be for in stock 
dealer inventory. Part shipments will be processed via the 'R' order type and began shipping on 
Monday, February 1, 2016, with arrival at your dealership on Tuesday, February 2, 2016.  The second 
allocation of orders will be for expected initial repairs to sold vehicles.  These part shipments will begin 
to arrive at the dealerships on Thursday, February 4, 2016.  If you receive inquiries from customers of 
affected vehicles prior to receipt of the second shipment, please keep our “customer first” philosophy 
in mind and appropriately allocate inventory.  Dealers may place additional orders via the MDL as 
necessary.  Please refer to Parts Bulletin 54-MG-01-16 for additional information.   

Notification letters will be sent to owners of affected vehicles, requesting they contact their local 
Authorized Mitsubishi dealership to schedule an appointment to have this recall performed.   

Affected new vehicle inventory VINs can be reviewed on the Mitsubishi Dealer Link in the Most 
Recent:  Open Campaign List available under the service section of “e-reports.”  Dealers must 
review the Warranty Superscreen to confirm if any vehicles in their new or used vehicle inventories 
are affected, and conduct this campaign prior to delivering them.  When checking for applicability of 
this campaign (C1601A), please check for and complete any other open campaigns.  Always get the 
customer’s approval before completing a campaign on a customer-owned vehicle. 
 

 IMPORTANT 
Affected new or used inventory vehicles must be repaired before the vehicle is delivered.  
Dealers must check their inventory vehicles’ VINs on the Warranty Superscreen to verify 
whether the vehicle is involved in this recall campaign.  It is a violation of Federal law for 
a dealer to deliver a new motor vehicle or any new or used item of motor vehicle 
equipment (including a tire) covered by the notification under a sale or lease until the 
defect or noncompliance is remedied. 


